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Abstract
Let ∆ = {δ1, δ2, ..., δm} be a finite set of 2-connected patterns, i.e. graphs up to vertex relabelling.
We study the generating function D∆(z, u1, u2, ..., um), which counts polygon dissections and marks
subgraph copies of δi with the variable ui. We prove that this is always algebraic, through an explicit
combinatorial decomposition depending on ∆. The decomposition also gives a defining system for
D∆(z,0), which encodes polygon dissections that avoid these patterns as subgraphs. In this way, we
are able to extract normal limit laws for the patterns when they are encoded, and perform asymptotic
enumeration of the resulting classes when they are avoided. The results can be transfered to the
case of labelled outerplanar graphs. We give examples and compute the relevant constants when the
patterns are small cycles or dissections.
1 Introduction
The study of subgraph appearances in random graph models is a well established line of research,
beginning with the classic Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph and results concerning the distribution of such appearances
and threshold phenomena, as in [15],[21]. In parallel, attention was also drawn on models where, given
some well-known graph class, an object is chosen uniformly at random from all the objects of size n; see
for instance [16] and [11] for regular graphs. In the last decades, techniques using a mixture of generating
function theory and analytic tools have evolved significantly and are in the centre of such advances for
various other graph classes. A number of graph statistics, such as number of components, edges, cut
vertices, triangles, chromatic number and others, have been studied for standard graph classes, such as
planar graphs, outerplanar, series-parallel, graphs of fixed genus, and minor-closed families; see for instance
[4], [2], [13], [17].
In [8], the authors present a normality result for the so-called subcritical family of graphs, that contains
standard graph classes such as trees, cacti graphs, outerplanar, and series-parallel graphs. In particular, all
subgraph parameters in such a class follow a normal limit law, with linear mean and variance. However,
no constructive way is given in it, in order to compute the corresponding constants for the mean and
variance. One of the results of this work is an explicit way to do so in outerplanar graphs, for any set of
2-connected patterns, i.e. graphs up to vertex relabelling. As a case study, we examine 3 and 4-cycles,
but the process by which these constants are obtained can be directly transferred to the case of any set
of 2-connected parameters.
Theorem 1.1. The number of appearances Xn of 3-cycles and 4-cycles in polygon dissections and out-
erplanar graphs of size n follows a normal limit law, as in 2.2, where the mean and variance are asymp-
totically linear, i.e. E[Xn] = µn + O(1) and Var [Xn] = σ2n + O(1). The constants µ and σ2 are the
following, in their exact values for dissections and in approximation for outerplanar graphs:
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Parameter µ σ2 µ σ2
3-cycles 12
−13+9√2
−12+8√2 ≈ 0.39644 0.34793 0.40737
4-cycles −30+21
√
2
−12+8√2 ≈ 0.43933 −24216+17123
√
2
−32(−3+2
√
2)
2 ≈ 0.44710 0.33705 0.36145
A necessary step for the analysis of outerplanar graphs is the analysis of polygon dissections, denoted by
D, with some fixed numbering on the vertices. For a finite set of 2-connected patterns ∆ = {δ1, δ2, ..., δk},
we prove a combinatorial decomposition of D that allows the encoding of such patterns, depending on
∆. In this way, we obtain defining systems for the multivariate generating function D∆(z, u1, u2, ..., uk),
where the coefficient of znun11 · · ·unmm counts the number of α ∈ D that have n vertices and ni subgraph
occurrences of the pattern δi.
This task is of independent interest, as it is related to the enumeration problem of polygon dissections,
a line of work that is quite old. Starting from the enumeration of polygon triangulations with Euler and
Segner in the 18th century, a great amount of work has been devoted up until today to relevant problems.
Usually, these problems put restrictions either on the number or the size of the partition’s polygonal
components, or even colour restrictions, recently; see for instance [3], [20], [1]. However, the problem
where a whole pattern is avoided as subgraph (i.e., cannot be recovered by applying edge and vertex
deletions) seems to not have been studied at all, except for the case of triangle freeness in [1], where the
problem the authors are dealing with does not concern subgraph restrictions, but restrictions on the type
and colour of the partition’s polygonal components. With results of this work, it is possible to handle
subgraph restrictions of any set ∆ and perform asymptotic enumeration of the resulting classes. We give
such examples. In fact, we obtain the following results (corresponding to Corollary 3.3.1 and Theorem 4.2,
respectively):
Theorem 1.2. The generating function D∆(z,u) is algebraic and the defining polynomial is computable.
The generating function of polygon dissections that avoid all ∆-patterns as subgraphs, D∆(z,0), is likewise
algebraic.
Theorem 1.3. Let D,G be the classes of dissections and outerplanar graphs avoiding a set of 2-connected
patterns ∆ = {δ1, ..., δm}, respectively. Then, D and G have asymptotic growth of the form:
αn ∼ α
Γ(− 12 )
· n−3/2 · r−n and gn ∼ g
Γ(− 32 )
· n−5/2 · ρ−n · n!,
respectively, where both α, g are computable constants. In Table 3, there are approximations of α, g for
various choices of ∆.
We also prove a multivariate central limit theorem for the number of appearances of 2-connected
patterns in polygon dissections (corresponding to Theorem 3.4):
Theorem 1.4. Let ∆ = {δ1, ..., δm} be a set of 2-connected patterns. Let Ωn be the set of polygon
dissections of size n and Xn : Ωn → Zm≥0 be a vector of random variables Xδ1 , ..., Xδm in Ωn, such that
Xδi(ω) is the number of δi patterns in ω ∈ Ωn. Then, Xn satisfies a central limit theorem
1√
n
(Xn − E[Xn]) d−→ N(0,Σ)
with
E[Xn] = µn+O(1) and Cov [Xn] = Σn+O(1),
where µ and Σ are computable.
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There are some natural questions arising from this work. One is whether it is possible to extend the
combinatorial construction that is proved for general parameters, with multiple cut vertices, and how.
Also, one might wonder in which other combinatorial structures we can apply this reasoning, apart from
outerplanar graphs. An example for the latter can be found in the dual class of polygon dissections,
planted plane trees with outdegrees in N \ {1}, denoted by T. Consider as parameter in T ∈ T the
number of subtrees T ′ with k leaves, such that degT (v) = degT ′(v) for each node v that is inner in T
′.
Then, the equivalent parameter for polygon dissections is the number of k-cycles.
Plan of the paper. In Section 2, we mention definitions and theorems that will be used. In Sec-
tion 3, we prove a combinatorial decomposition of D depending on ∆ and then Theorem 1.2. We also
prove Theorem 1.4. In section 4, we give applications of the previous and prove Theorem 1.1 and Theo-
rem 1.3. In the Appendix, Table 6.1 contains the initial terms of all the counting sequences appearing in
Section 4.
2 Preliminaries
The framework we use is the symbolic method and the corresponding analytic techniques, as they were
presented in [9].
Symbolic methods for counting. A combinatorial class is a set A with a size function A → Z≥0,
such that the inverse image of any integer is a finite set, denoted An. Each α ∈ An comprises n atoms
of size 1, and we denote by Z the atomic class that contains exactly one object of size one. In this work,
atoms always represent graph vertices. We call a class A labelled if the atoms have labels and A is closed
under atom relabelling. The ordinary generating function A(z) of A, referred also as ogf, is defined as∑∞
n=0 |An|zn. If A is labelled, we use the exponential generating function A(z), referred also as egf, that
is defined as
∑∞
n=0 |An| z
n
n! . We then write [z
n]A(z) = |An| for ogfs and [zn]A(z) = |An|n! for egfs.1
In order to create functional equations for the generating functions of interest, we use the so-called
admissible combinatorial constructions from [9]. The aim is to express a combinatorial class in terms of
other ones, itself included, in an admissible way. Then, there is a direct translation in terms of generating
functions. From unlabelled classes and ogfs, we only need the elementary cases A = B ∪ C ⇒ A(z) =
B(z) + C(z) and A = B × C ⇒ A(z) = B(z) · C(z). In Table 1, there are all the labelled constructions
that are useful to this work, along with their translations to egfs.
It is useful to consider parameters on the objects of A, i.e functions χi : A → Z≥0 that quantify
some structure of the objects. Let j be (j1, ..., jm)
2, where ji ∈ Z≥0 and let us define An,j as the set of
elements α ∈ A that have size n and χi(α) = ji. Then we work with multivariate generating functions,
ordinary
∑
n,ji≥0 |An,j|znu
j1
1 u
j2
1 ...u
jm
m for unlabelled classes and exponential
∑
n,ji≥0 |An,j| z
n
n! u
j1
1 u
j2
2 ...u
jm
m
for labelled ones. All the mentioned translations are also valid for multivariate generating functions, if
the parameters are compatible, i.e. χ(α′) is the same for all order-preserving relabelings α′ of α ∈A, and
additive, i.e. χ(α) =
∑
i χ(βi) when α ∈A is composed of smaller elements βi ∈ B.
A generating function y(z,u) is called algebraic if it satisfies a polynomial equation P (z, y,u) = 0.
Labelled product: B ? C B(z) · C(z)
Set: SET(B) exp(B(z))
Substitution: B ◦ C B(C(z))
Pointing: B• z∂zB(z)
Deriving: B◦ ∂zB(z)
Table 1: Some labelled constructions and their translations to exponential generating functions.
1From now on, generating functions will be denoted by plane letters and combinatorial classes by calligraphic letters.
2This convention is followed in an analogous way for all bold characters.
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Graph theoretic preliminaries. We now mention some basic graph theoretic language and refer to [5]
for a rigorous exposition.
A graph G(V,E) is defined by the vertex set V and the edge set E that is a set of 2-element subsets
of V . If the elements of E are ordered pairs of vertices, the graph is called directed. A graph G1 is a
subgraph of G2 if it can be obtained by G2 with edge and vertex deletions. In this work, a pattern is the
equivalence class of a graph, up to vertex relabelling.
A graph is called 2-connected if at least two vertex deletions are needed in order to disconnect it.
A graph is an m-cycle, denoted Cm, if E = {{vm, v1}, {v1, v2}, ..., {vm−1, vm}} for m > 2 and some
ordering v1, ..., vm of V . Let Cm be a subgraph of G. Any edge {vi, vj} ∈ EG, such that {vi, vj} ⊂ VCm
and {vi, vj} 6∈ ECm is called a chord of Cm. If VCm = V , Cm is called a Hamilton cycle of G.
Suppose that G admits a planar embedding Γ on the plane, i.e. an embedding such that the edges
do not cross one another. The closures of the connected components of R2\Γ are called faces of the
embedding and there is always a unique face that is unbounded. Edges that lie on this face will be called
outer ; otherwise, they will be called inner.
Outerplanar Graphs. Let P be a polygon with vertices numbered in {1, ..., n}, in counterclockwise
order. A polygon dissection is an arrangement of diagonals on P , such that no two of them are intersecting.
Outerplanar graphs are graphs that can be embedded on the plane in such a way that all vertices lie
on the boundary of the unbounded face. Let G be the class of labelled outerplanar graphs. In [2], the
authors bring together a set of combinatorial constructions that define the class G and involve the classes
D,B,C, corresponding to polygon dissections, labelled 2-connected, and labelled connected outerplanar
graphs, respectively. These constructions translate to the functional equations in Table 2. Note that the
first one is an ordinary generating function and the rest are exponential.
Polygon dissections D(z) = z/4 + z2/4− z/4√z2 − 6 z + 1
2-connected outerplanar B′(z) = 12zD(z) +
z
2
Connected outerplanar zC ′(z) = z exp(B′(zC ′(z)))
General outerplanar G(z) = exp(C(z))
Table 2: A defining set of equations for labelled outerplanar graphs
We are interested on how the first equation is derived. Each 2-connected outerplanar graph with
|V | > 2 has a Hamilton cycle, so, assuming a numbering on it, counting 2-connected outerplanar graphs
of size n is equivalent to counting dissections of the same size. The starting point is [9], where polygon
dissections were modelled in a symbolic way, based on the recursive structure of the class, as shown in
Figure 1. In short, one designates an edge of the polygon, say the e = {v1, v2} edge, and then divides the
dissections according to the size of the polygon where e lies. The latter will be called root polygon and e
will be called root. On the rest of the edges, other dissections are attached.
e ∪ D
D
e ∪ D
DD
e ∪
Figure 1: A combinatorial decomposition of fixed-polygon dissections.
The following translation is then implied, in terms of ogfs:
D = z2 +
D2
z
+
D3
z2
+
D4
z3
+ ... = z2 +
D2
z −D ⇒ 2D
2 −D(z + z2) + z3 = 0. (1)
The second equation in Table 2 is derived by observing that n![zn]B(z) = (n−1)!2 [z
n]D(z). The third
and fourth correspond to the symbolic constructions: Z ? C◦ = Z ? SET(B◦ ◦ C•) and G = SET(C). The
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former relation is well-known (see for instance [14, p.10],[12], [8]) and is based on the decomposition of a
graph into 2-connected components. The latter one is straightforward.
Analytic Preliminaries. We denote by y = F(z,y,u) a system of the form:
y1 = f1(z,y,u)
...
...
ym = fm(z,y,u).
Let f1, ..., fm be analytic functions with non-negative coefficients, such that F(0,0,u) ≡ 0, F(z,0,u) 6≡ 0
and there exists j with Fyjyj 6≡ 0, where Fyjyj denotes the second derivative with respect to yj . To any
such system, we relate a directed graph with vertices yi and edges (yi, yj) ∈ E whenever Fi depends on
yj , i.e. whenever
∂Fi
∂yj
6≡ 0. We call this the dependency graph of the system and suppose that it is strongly
connected, i.e. one can move from any vertex to any other through a path of directed edges. If such a
system has unique analytic solutions with non-negative coefficients yi(z, u1, ..., um) around z = 0, ui = 1,
it is called well defined. Then, Theorem 2.1 [6, Prop.3][7, Ch.2] holds, adjusted to our purpose: the only
missing requirement is F(0,y,u) = 0, but the result is still valid when one deals with well-defined systems.
Theorem 2.1. Let y = F(z,y,u) be a well-defined system and let y = y(z,u) = (y1(z,u), ..., yN (z,u))
denote the analytic solutions of the system. Suppose that the radius of convergence of F is large enough
that there is a positive number z0 of minimum modulus and real numbers y0 that satisfy the system
y = F(z,y,1)
0 = det(I− Fy(z,y,1)).
(2)
Then there exist functions ρ(u), gi(z,u), hi(z,u), for 1 ≤ i ≤ N, which are analytic around z = z0,u = 1,
and satisfy ρ(1) = z0, hi(z0,1) < 0, such that:
yi(z,u) = gi(z,u)− hi(z,u)
√
1− z
ρ(u)
(3)
locally around z = z0, u = 1 with arg(z− ρ(u)) 6= 0. Assume also that [zn]yj(z,1) > 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ N and
for all large enough n. Then, for u sufficiently close to 1, the radius of convergence of all yi is ρ(u) and
there are no other singularities on the circle of convergence |z| = |ρ(u)| than z = ρ(u). Furthermore, there
exists  > 0, such that yi can be analytically continued to the region |z| < |ρ(u)|+ , | arg(z − ρ(u))| > .
Note that, according to Condition (2), 1 is an eigenvalue of the matrix Fy(z0,y0,1). Systems like (2) will
be called characteristic. In expansions of the form (3), we will call critical exponent the first non-integer
power of the expansion (in this case, for instance, the critical exponent is equal to 1/2).
For the asymptotic analysis, we follow the transfer principles of singularity analysis, as they are pre-
sented in [10]. Let f(z) be an analytic function at zero with a unique smallest singularity at z = ρ and
ρ > 0. We need the fact that, if f(z) has a singular expansion f(z) = a0+a1(1−z/ρ)−α+O
(
(1−z/ρ)−α+δ))
in a domain |z| ≤ ρ+ , |z − ρ| ≥ , where δ,  > 0 and α ∈ C\Z≤0, then:
[zn]f(z) = a1
nα−1
Γ(α)
ρ−n
(
1 + o(1)
)
,
where Γ(α) refers to the Euler Gamma function, defined as Γ(x) =
∫∞
0
tx−1e−tdt.
For the extraction of normal limit laws, we use Theorem 2.25 from [7].
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that a sequence of k-dimensional random vectors Xn satisfies E[uXn ] = cn(u)cn(1) ,
where cn(u) is the coefficient of z
n of an analytic function y(z,u) =
∑
n≥0 cn(u)z
n around z = 0,u = 1
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and cn(u) > 0 for n ≥ n0 and positive real u. Suppose also that y(z,u) has a local singular representation
of the form
y(z,u) = g(z,u) + h(z,u)
(
1− z
ρ(u)
)α
for some real α ∈ R\N and functions g(z,u), h(z,u) 6= 0 and ρ(u) 6= 0 that are analytic around z = z0 > 0
and u = 1. If z = ρ(u) is the only singularity of y(z,u) on the disk |z| ≤ |ρ(u)|, when u is sufficiently close
to 1, and there exists an analytic continuation of y(z,u) to the region |z| < |ρ(u)|+ δ, | arg(z− ρ(u))| > 
for some δ > 0 and  > 0, then Xn satisfies a central limit theorem
1√
n
(Xn − E[Xn]) d−→ N(0,Σ)
with
E[Xn] = µn+O(1) and Cov [Xn] = Σn+O(1),
where
µ = −ρu(1)
ρ(1)
and Σ = −ρuu(1)
ρ(1)
+ µµT + diag(µ).
Finally, a pair of combinatorial classes with generating functions (y(z), g(z)) is called subcritical if
y(z) = g(y(z)) and y(ρy) < ρg, where ρy and ρg are the radius of convergence of y, g, respectively.
3 Encoding 2-connected patterns in polygon dissections
Let ∆ = {δ1, δ2, ..., δm} be a set of 2-connected patterns and let D∆(z,u) be a multivariate generating
function, where the coefficient of znun11 · · ·unmm is the number of polygon dissections in D that have
n vertices and ni subgraph occurrences of the pattern δi.
3 In the construction of Figure 1 and the
corresponding Equation (1), observe that the encoding of subgraphs of type δi is not straightforward,
since they do not behave additively as parameters. The aim in this section is to prove, for any set ∆, an
explicit combinatorial construction for D that allows this encoding. The approach we follow is to partition
the class D into smaller combinatorial classes and build a symbolic system with them and D, in which we
can handle uniformly the appearance of such patterns. The resulting system uses only the operations of
addition and cartesian product, and thus settles formally the algebraic nature of D∆(z,u).
For clarity of presentation, we first work with dissections D¯ that miss one of the two vertices of the
root-edge, hence [zn]D(z,1) = [zn−1]D¯(z,1), in order to avoid the denominators of Equation (1). We
proceed by defining the auxiliary combinatorial classes D¯◦, D¯ν1 , ..., D¯νk that give us the required partition.
Since δi are subgraphs of polygon dissections and 2-connected, they are themselves isomorphic to
polygon dissections. Let H∆ be the length of the maximum Hamilton cycle over all δi. In order to encode
the appearances of δi in D¯, we need to control the way the dissections are glued recursively, as suggested
in Figure 1. In fact, we need to control the construction until the root polygon is of length at most H∆:
no new copies of δi are created when already made dissections are glued around a big root polygon. Thus,
we consider as small, respectively big, the polygons that are equal to or smaller than, respectively larger
than, an H∆-gon and denote by D¯◦ the class which contains all dissections in D¯ that have a big root
polygon, plus the edge e = {v1, v2}. We are now able to give the following definition:
Definition 3.1. A polygon dissection is called a composite root with respect to a set of 2-connected
patterns ∆ = {δ1, δ2, ..., δm} if the following two conditions hold:
1. It consists only of small polygons.
3From now on, we will refer to δi also as parameters, in an abuse of terminology, since we are interested in their number
in polygon dissections of size n.
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2. Let F be a face of the composite root that shares an edge with the unbounded face and let an edge
e1 ∈ F that is not an outer edge. Then, e1 is connected to the root-edge with a simple path of
adjacent polygons that constitutes a dissection of size less than H∆.
Observe that there is a finite number of composite roots. They are denoted by νj , where j refers to
some arbitrary ordering among them. Alternatively, we identify a composite root with a tuple of indices
i1[i2], where the first index i1 is the size of its root polygon and the second index i2 is its ordering among
all the other composite roots with the with the same root polygon of size i1, according to some arbitrary
ordering among them (see, for instance, Figure 2 or 4).
Let A,B be polygon dissections. B will be called an extension of A if A is an induced subgraph of B
preserving the root-edge, i.e., one can obtain A from B by a sequence of vertex deletions, excluding the
vertices of the root-edge, and renumbering the vertices according to their final position with respect to
the root-edge. For instance, the dissections 3[3] and 3[8] in Figure 2 are extensions of 3[1], but 3[9] is not
an extension of 4[1]. A composite root is called maximal if there is no composite root that is an extension
of it.
3[1] 3[2] 3[3] 3[4] 3[5]
3[6] 3[7] 3[8] 3[9] 4[1]
Figure 2: The composite roots, when ∆ = {δ1} and δ1 is a 4-cycle. The roots 3[4], 3[7], 3[8], 3[9], and 4[1]
are the only maximal ones and an edge is blue if it is outer in some maximal extension.
We associate to each one of the composite roots νj the combinatorial class D¯νj , which corresponds to
polygon dissections that are extensions of the composite root νj and satisfy the following condition, called
Condition (I):
(I) If an outer edge of νj is inner in the maximal extensions of νj , then only elements of D¯◦ are attached
on it.
Lemma 3.2. The classes D¯◦, D¯νj partition D¯. Moreover, each of the classes D¯, D¯◦, D¯νj can be constructed
in a non-trivial admissible way by the classes D¯, D¯◦, D¯νj .
Proof. Condition (I) forces the D¯νj classes to be disjoint: if pi ∈ D¯νi , pj ∈ D¯νj , i 6= j, then pi 6= pj , since
their maximal composite roots differ in at least one small polygon. Moreover, any object in D¯ with small
root polygon and maximal composite root νj belongs in D¯νj . Since the class D¯◦ contains the edge graph
and all dissections with big root polygon, the D¯◦, D¯νj classes indeed form a partition of D¯. It then holds
that
D¯ = D¯◦
m⋃
j=1
D¯νj and D¯◦ = { }
⋃
i>H∆
D¯ × . . .× D¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
i times
. (4)
For p ∈ D¯νj , p is decomposed uniquely into its maximal composite root νj and a sequence of objects
from the classes D¯◦, D¯νj that respects Condition (I). In particular, if an edge of νj is outer in its maximal
extensions, then objects from any class are attached. Else, only members of D¯◦ are attached. Let t be the
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number of such outer edges in νj , s be the number of all outer edges, and c ∈ {◦, ν1, ν2, ..., νm}t. Then it
holds that
D¯νj =
⋃
c
D¯◦ × . . .× D¯◦︸ ︷︷ ︸
s−t−1 times
×D¯c1 × ...× D¯ct . (5)
D◦
↔
D¯◦
D¯4[1] D¯4[1]
D¯3[2]
D3[4]
↔ D¯◦
D¯3[6] D¯◦
D¯4[1]
Figure 3: The decomposition of an element in D¯◦ and an element in D¯3[4], when ∆ = {δ1} and δ1 is a
4-cycle. See Figure 2 for the class indices.
Theorem 3.3. Let ∆ = {δ1, δ2, ..., δm} be a set of 2-connected patterns and ν1, ..., νk the corresponding
composite roots. The generating functions D¯(z,u), D¯◦(z,u), D¯ν1(z,u), ..., D¯νk(z,u), where u = (u1, ..., um),
satisfy a computable system of the form:
y = r(z, u1, ..., um, y, y◦, yν1 , ..., yνk),
y◦ = r◦(z, u1, ..., um, y, y◦, yν1 , ..., yνk),
yν1 = rν1(z, u1, ..., um, y, y◦, yν1 , ..., yνk),
...
...
yνk = rνk(z, u1, ..., um, y, y◦, yν1 , ..., yνk).
which is non-linear in y, y◦, yνj and where each rj is a Q-rational and analytic function around zero, with
non-negative coefficients. Moreover, r◦(z,0) 6= 0 and the system is strongly connected.
Proof. The parameters δi are additive in the symbolic Equations (4), so their translation to multivariate
generating functions depending on z and u is immediate:
D¯ = D¯◦ +
m∑
i=1
D¯νi , D¯◦ = z +
∑
i>H∆
D¯i ⇒ D¯◦ = z + D¯
H∆
1− D¯ . (6)
The parameters δi are not additive in the symbolic Equation (5), since new copies of them might occur
after the attachment of objects in D¯νj around the composite root. However, any new copies occur locally,
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in the interactions between νj and subsets of c. This is a fixed number p
ji
c for every c and δi. Thus,
Equation (5) is translated in the following way:
D¯νj =
∑
c
D¯s−t−1◦ D¯c1 ...D¯ctu
pj1c
1 ...u
pjmc
m . (7)
The emerging system is indeed strongly connected: all D¯νj are connected to D¯◦, which connects to D¯.
The rest of the stated properties are immediate.
By Equation (6), we obtain D¯◦ = D¯H∆ +D¯D¯◦−zD¯+z. Also, one can substitute the y◦, yνj variables in
the right part of y’s equation with their equivalent expressions. Thus, systems of Theorem 3.3 can be turned
to proper algebraic, i.e., in the right part there is no constant term or linear term y, yi. Then, we can argue
that D¯(z,u) also satisfies some computable polynomial equation p(z,y,u) = 0 (see [19]). Consequently,
also D(z,u) is algebraic, as well as D(z,0), i.e., the generating function of polygon dissections that avoid
all patterns in ∆ as subgraphs.
Corollary 3.3.1. The generating function D(z,u) is algebraic and the defining polynomial is computable.
The generating function of polygon dissections that avoid all δ-patterns as subgraphs, D(z,0), is likewise
algebraic.
Note that the systems resulting from Theorem 3.3 are large with respect to H∆. In particular, any
combination of at most H∆ − 2 small polygons around a root polygon of size H∆ − 1 will constitute a
composite root. These are (H∆ − 1)H∆−2, since there are H∆ − 2 available edges and H∆ − 1 choices,
when considering also the empty choice. However, when H∆ is small, one can find ad hoc arguments to
make the systems manageable; see for instance Section 4.
Theorem 3.4. Let ∆ = {δ1, ..., δm} be a set of 2-connected patterns. Let Ωn be the set of polygon
dissections of size n and Xn : Ωn → Zm≥0 be a vector of random variables Xδ1 , ..., Xδm in Ωn, such that
Xδi(ω) is the number of δi patterns in ω ∈ Ωn. Then, Xn satisfies a central limit theorem
1√
n
(Xn − E[Xn]) d−→ N(0,Σ)
with
E[Xn] = µn+O(1) and Cov [Xn] = Σn+O(1),
where µ and Σ are computable.
Proof. Any system resulting from Theorem 3.3, y − r(y, z,u) = 0, admits a non-negative power series
solution y(z,u) around zero and 1 by construction. This is also unique by the implicit function theorem,
since
det(I− ry(y, z,u))|(y,z)=0,u=1 = 1
for every set ∆. Thus, the defining system of D¯ is always well defined.
By construction, the system is also strongly connected. Consequently, the matrix ry is non-negative
and irreducible in R+. It is known [18] that non-negative irreducible matrices have a unique dominant
eigenvalue λ that is positive and strictly increasing with respect to the entries of the matrix. Let ρ be
the radius of convergence of D¯(z,1). For z < ρ, it holds that λ(ry(z,y(z),1)) < 1: if this was not the
case, then D¯(z,1)’s radius of convergence would be smaller, by Theorem 2.1. The value D¯(ρ,1) is finite,
since D¯ is algebraic. Consequently, the characteristic system always has the minimal solution (ρ, y(ρ,1)).
Moreover, it is true that [zn]D¯(z,1) > 0.
The result can now be obtained as direct consequence of Theorems 3.3, 2.1, and 2.2.
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4 Applications
In this section, we give examples and applications of Theorem 3.3. The applications concern the
combinatorial classes of polygon dissections and outerplanar graphs and they are of two different kinds:
computation of limit laws for 2-connected parameters δi and asymptotic enumeration of these classes,
when the patterns δi are forbidden as subgraphs. For clarity, we give the defining equations for D¯ and
not for D, but the final computations will be done in terms of D. The equation analysis process is similar
to the one in [2].
4.1 Extraction of limit laws
Encoding 3-cycles
The only composite root is the triangle, denoted by 3[1]. Thus, the defining system of D¯ is the following:
D¯ = D¯◦ + D¯3[1],
D¯◦ = z +
D¯3
1− D¯ ,
D¯3[1] = u(D¯◦ + D¯3[1])2.
The latter is equivalent to the following polynomial system (notice that in this form it is not non-negative):
D¯ = D¯◦ + D¯3[1],
D¯◦ = D¯3 + D¯D¯◦ − zD¯ + z,
D¯3[1] = u(D¯◦ + D¯3[1])2.
By observing that D¯3[1] = uD¯
2 and D¯D¯0 = D¯(D¯ − D¯3[1]) = D¯2(1− uD¯), we obtain
D¯ = D¯3(1− u) + D¯2(1 + u)− D¯z + z.
Encoding 4-cycles
The composite roots are all the dissections in Figure 2. From now on, we write D¯i for the sum
∑
j D¯i[j].
Also, when m equations are the same and correspond to the same root polygon with n sides, we write
D¯n[i1,...,im] or D¯n[i1−im], for shortness.
D¯ = D¯◦ + D¯3 + D¯4,
D¯◦ = D¯4 + D¯D¯◦ − zD¯ + z,
D¯3[1] = D¯
2
◦,
D¯3[2,3] = uD¯◦(D¯◦ + uD¯3 + D¯4[1])2,
D¯3[4] = u
2(D¯◦ + uD¯3 + D¯4[1])4,
D¯3[5,6] = uD¯◦D¯3,
D¯3[7] = u
2D¯6,
D¯3[8,9] = u
2D¯3(D¯◦ + uD¯3 + D¯4[1])2,
D¯4[1] = uD¯
3.
Notice that the term (D¯◦ + uD¯3 + D¯4)2 is equal to D¯3. So, the system is equivalent to:
D¯ = D¯◦ + D¯3 + D¯4[1], D¯◦ = D¯4 + D¯D¯◦ − zD¯ + z, D¯3 = (D¯◦ + uD¯3 + D¯4[1])2 D¯4[1] = uD¯3.
We now use the previous systems, encoding 3 and 4-cycles, to obtain the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.1. The number of appearances Xn of 3-cycles and 4-cycles in polygon dissections and out-
erplanar graphs of size n follows a central limit theorem as in 1.4, where the mean and variance are
asymptotically linear. The constants are the following, in their exact values for dissections and in approx-
imation for outerplanar graphs:
Parameter µ σ2 µ σ2
3-cycles 12
−13+9√2
−12+8√2 ≈ 0.39644 0.34793 0.40737
4-cycles −30+21
√
2
−12+8√2 ≈ 0.43933 −24216+17123
√
2
−32(−3+2
√
2)
2 ≈ 0.44710 0.33705 0.36145
Proof. The central limit theorem is obtained from Theorem 3.4. We present an outline of how to get the
exact constants in both cases, which can be replicated for any system derived from Theorem 3.3. For
specific steps of the computations, see Section 4.1.1
In both cases, D has a singular expansion of the form
g(z, u)− h(z, u)
√
1− z
r(u)
,
that satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2.2. This can be obtained by the same reasoning as in Theo-
rem 3.4.
The value r(1) can be computed using the discriminant of D’s defining polynomial p(y, z, u) (see [10,
Ch.VII]), disc(z, u). In this case, r(1) = 3 − 2√2, which is known from [9]. Then, we also find the
values r′(1), r′′(1), by consecutively differentiating disc(r(u), u) with respect to u. With these values,
we compute the constants required for the mean and variance according to Theorem 2.2 and obtain the
indicated numbers.
In order to pass to labelled 2-connected, connected, and then general outerplanar graphs, we use the
multivariate analogues of the equations in Table 2, i.e.
B′(z, u) =
1
2z
D(z, u) +
z
2
, zC ′(z, u) = z exp(B′(zC ′(z, u), u)), G(z, u) = exp(C(z, u)),
where the derivatives are taken with respect to z. Let y denote zC ′(z, 1) and consider the characteristic
system:
y − z exp(B′(y, 1)) = 0
1− z exp(B′(y, 1))B′′(y, 1) = 0
This has indeed a minimal positive solution (τ, z0), since the outerplanar graph class belongs to the
subcritical family of graphs [8], i.e. z0C
′(z0, 1) < r(1), where z0 is the radius of convergence of C ′(z, 1)
and r(1) the one of B′(z, 1). Moreover, the system satisfies 1− yB′′(y, 1) = 0. Solving for y, we find the
value τ and then z0 = τ exp(−B′(τ, 1)).
We can now apply Theorem 2.1 and get a singular expansion around z0 for C
′, with critical exponent
1/2. Moreover, the point z0 is the only singularity on the radius of convergence of C
′ and there exists an
analytic function ρ(u) around u = 1 that gives the unique smallest singularity of C ′ when u is close to 1;
in particular, ρ(1) = z0. Then, also τ(u) is an analytic function close to 1, where τ(u) = ρ(u)C
′(ρ(u), u).
As in [2], if Ψ(y, u) is an analytic function such that Ψ(y, u) = y exp(−B′(y, u)), then ρ(u) = Ψ(τ(u), u)
and it holds that
ρ′(u) =
∂Ψ
∂u
(τ(u), u) and ρ′′(u) =
∂2Ψ
∂y∂u
(τ(u), u)τ ′(u) +
∂2Ψ
∂u2
(τ(u), u). (8)
The functions C and G have the same singularity function ρ(u) as C ′, but the critical exponent of their
expansion on ρ(u) is 3/2 (see the analysis in [2] for details). We can thus apply Theorem 2.2, after com-
puting the relevant constants. The value τ ′(1) can be computed through the relation τ(u)B′′(τ(u), u) = 1.
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In the case of outerplanar graphs, the limit laws are expected from [8]. However, in [8] there is no
constructive way to compute the relevant constants. This is a contribution of this work, that offers specific
defining equations for the function B′.
4.1.1 Computations
The following were performed in the computational software Maple.
Parameter: 3-cycles
For dissections, the defining polynomial p3(D, z, u) is the following:
p3 = −uD3 + uD2z −Dz3 + z4 +D3 +D2z −Dz2
Its discriminant with respect to D, disc(z, u), is equal to
−z6 (4u3z + 8u2z2 + 4uz3 − 8u2z − 44uz2 − 4 z3 − u2 + 20uz + 32 z2 + 2u+ 8 z − 5) .
From this, we retrieve the root r(1) = 3 − 2√2 . By setting z = r(u) and differentiating with respect to
u in disc(r(u), u), we also retrieve r′(1) = − 32 +
√
2, r′′(1) = 3
√
2
4 − 1.
By differentiating p3 with respect to D, we obtain exact expressions for the derivatives
∂D(z,u)
∂u and
∂D(z,u)
∂z :
∂D(z, u)
∂u
= − (D (z, u))
2
(D (z, u)− z)
3u (D (z, u))
2 − 2D (z, u)uz + z3 − 3 (D (z, u))2 − 2D (z, u) z + z2
∂D(z, u)
∂z
=
u (D (z, u))
2 − 3D (z, u) z2 + 4 z3 + (D (z, u))2 − 2D (z, u) z
3u (D (z, u))
2 − 2D (z, u)uz + z3 − 3 (D (z, u))2 − 2D (z, u) z + z2
Then, we write 1− zB′′(z, 1) = 0 in terms of D, using the previous expressions, i.e.
1 + z
(
D
2z2
− −3Dz
2 + 4 z3 + 2D2 − 2Dz
2z (z3 − 4Dz + z2) −
1
2
)
= 0 (9)
and solve the system of Equation (9) and p3(D, z, 1) = 0. The values we obtain are D ≈ 0.04709517290,
τ ≈ 0.1707649868. Then ρ(1) = τexp(− D(τ,1)2τ − τ2 ) ≈ 0.1365937336.
To compute the derivatives of Ψ(τ(u), u), we write them in terms of D(τ(u), u). The value τ ′(1) can
be found similarly, after writing the equation τ(u)B′′(τ(u), u) = 1 in terms of D(τ(u), u). In particular,
we obtain τ ′(1) ≈ −0.849388502, ρ′(1) ≈ −0.5564505691 and ρ′′(1) ≈ 0.3078771691. The final values are
computed as indicated in Theorem 2.2.
Parameter: 4-cycles
The procedure of the computations is the same as in the previous case. We only note that the defining
polynomial p4(D, z, u) is the following:
p4 = u
4z2D6 − 2u4zD7 + u4D8 + 2u3z6D3 − 4u3z5D4 + 2u3z4D5 + u2z10 − 2u2z9D +
+u2z8D2 − 2u3z4D4 + 4u3z3D5 − 4u3z2D6 + 6u3zD7 − 4u3D8 − 2u2z8D +
+4u2z7D2 − 6u2z6D3 + 10u2z5D14 − 6u2z4D5 − 2uz10 + 4uz9D − 2uz8D2 + u2z6D2 −
−2u2z5D3 + 3u2z4D4 − 6u2z3D5 + 5u2z2D6 − 6u2zD76u2D8 + 2uz8D − 4uz7D2 + 4uz6D3 −
−8uz5D4 + 6uz4D5z10 − 2 z9D + z8D2 + uz5D3 − 2uz4D4 + 3uz3D5 − 2uz2D6 + 2uzD7 −
−4uD8 + z9 − 2 z8D + z7D2 + 2 z5D4 − 2 z4D5 − z7D1 + 2 z6D2 − z5D3 + z4D4 − z3D5 +D8
and gives the intermediate values r′(1) ≈ −15/2 + 21√24, r′(1) ≈ −413/4 + 2337√232, τ ≈ 0.1707649868,
D(τ, 1) ≈ 0.4709517290, τ ′(1) ≈ −0.7427876522.
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4.2 Restricted classes
Now we apply the results of Theorem 3.3 in the context of asymptotic enumeration. We give various
examples in restricted classes of polygon dissections and outerplanar graphs.
Avoiding 3 and 4-cycles
Using the equations of the previous section, we obtain immediately sets of equations for polygon dissections
avoiding 3 and 4-cycles. Setting u = 0 and substituting for D¯, we obtain
D¯ = D¯3 + D¯D¯◦ − zD¯ + z
for 3-cycles and
D¯ = D¯◦ + D¯3[1]
D¯◦ = D¯4 + D¯D¯◦ − zD¯ + z,
D¯3[1] = D¯
2
◦
for 4-cycles.
Avoiding 5-cycles
In Figure 4, there are all the composite roots when 5-cycles are avoided. We obtain the following system,
after setting u = 0 where appropriate.
D¯ = D¯◦ + D¯3 + D¯4
D¯◦ = D¯5 + D¯D¯◦ − zD¯ + z
D¯3[1] = D¯
2
◦
D¯3[2,3] = D¯
3
◦
D¯4[1] = D¯
3
◦
D¯4[2,3,4] = D¯
2
◦(D¯◦ + D¯4)
3
D¯4[5,6,7] = D¯◦(D¯◦ + D¯4)6
D¯4[8] = (D¯◦ + D¯4)9
The system can be simplified, after observing that D¯4 = (D¯◦ + D¯4)3 and D¯3 = D¯2◦(1 + 2D¯◦).
3[1] 3[2] 3[3] 4[1] 4[2] 4[3] 4[4]
4[5] 4[6] 4[7] 4[8]
Figure 4: The composite roots when 5-cycles are avoided. The dissection 4[8] is the only maximal one
among them.
Avoiding 6-cycles
In Figure 5, there are the composite roots when 6-cycles are excluded, except for the ones including a
5-gon. For D¯5, we observe immediately that D¯5 = (D¯◦ + D¯4 + D¯5)4.
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D¯ = D¯◦ + D¯3 + D¯4 + D¯5
D¯◦ = D¯6 + D¯D¯◦ − zD¯ + z
D¯3[1] = D¯
2
◦
D¯3[2,3] = D¯
3
◦
D¯3[4−8] = D¯4◦
D¯3[9,10] = D¯◦(D¯◦ + D¯5)3
D¯3[11] = (D¯◦ + D¯5)6
D¯4[1] = (D¯◦ + D¯5)3
D¯4[2,3,4] = D¯
2
◦(D¯◦ + D¯5)
2
D¯4[5−10] = D¯◦(D¯◦ + D¯5)5
D¯4[11,12,13] = (D¯◦ + D¯5)8
D¯5 = (D¯◦ + D¯4 + D¯5)4
We can immediately group all the D¯3[i] and D¯4[j] together to form equations for D¯3 and D¯4, respectively.
4.2.1 Avoiding other patterns
Now we avoid non-cyclic patterns. We analyse the ones induced by the dissections 3[2] and 4[2] in
Figure 5, separately and together. We refer to them as Pattern I and Pattern II, respectively.
For Pattern I, the composite roots are the dissections 3[1, 9, 10, 11] and 4[1] in Figure 5 and the
equations are the following:
D¯ = D¯◦ + D¯3 + D¯4[1]
D¯◦ = D¯4 + D¯D¯◦ − zD¯ + z
D¯4[1] = (D¯◦ + D¯3 + D¯4[1])3
D¯3 = D¯
2
◦
D¯3[9,10] = (D¯◦ + D¯3 + D¯4[1])3D¯◦
D¯3[11] = (D¯◦ + D¯3 + D¯4[1])6
For Pattern II, the composite roots are the ones in Figure 4 and the ones containing some 5-gon. The
equations are the same as in the 5-cycle case, with the following differences: Now D¯ = D¯◦+D¯3 +D¯4 +D¯5.
Also, in all the equations apart from the one of D¯ and D¯◦, we substitute D¯◦ for D¯◦ + D¯5. The equation
D¯5 = D¯
4 must be added as well.
3[1] 3[2] 3[3] 3[4] 3[5] 3[6]
3[7] 3[8] 3[9] 3[10] 3[11] 4[1]
4[2] 4[3] 4[4] 4[5] 4[6] 4[7]
4[8] 4[9] 4[10] 4[11] 4[12] 4[13]
Figure 5: The composite roots when 6-cycles are excluded, except for the ones including a 5-gon.
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For Patterns I and II, the composite roots are the dissections 3[1], 4[1 − 8] in Figure 4 and the ones
containing some 5-gon. The equations are the same as when avoiding Pattern II, only now D¯3[2] and D¯3[3]
are omitted.
Theorem 4.2. Let D,G be the classes of dissections and outerplanar graphs avoiding a set of 2-connected
patterns ∆ = {δ1, ..., δm}, respectively. Then, D has asymptotic growth of the form
αn ∼ α
Γ(− 12 )
· n−3/2 · r−n
and G has asymptotic growth of the form
gn ∼ g
Γ(− 32 )
· n−5/2 · ρ−n · n!
where both α, g are computable constants. In Table 3, there are approximations of α, g for various choices
of ∆.
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.1 with the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.4 and, in the end, obtain singular
expansions with singular exponents 1/2 and 3/2 for D and G, respectively. Then, the types of asymptotic
growth can be obtained from the transfer principles of singularity analysis.
It is true that g = τ(log ρ − log(τ) + 1) + B(τ) [2]. The value B(τ) can be approximated from the
systems in this work. For details on the computations, see Section 4.2.2.
Restriction r r−1 α ρ ρ−1 g
3-cycles 0.29336 3.40869 0.02330 0.20836 4.79916 0.01578
4-cycles 0.26488 3.77515 0.02177 0.18919 5.28562 0.01462
5-cycles 0.25383 3.93949 0.02217 0.18045 5.54143 0.01514
6-cycles 0.24835 4.02657 0.02321 0.17510 5.71082 0.01630
pattern I 0.20867 4.79214 0.01592 0.15895 6.29100 0.01050
pattern II 0.22416 4.46098 0.01856 0.16608 6.02092 0.01195
pattern I&II 0.24332 4.10977 0.01987 0.17751 5.63345 0.01351
Table 3: The constants for the asymptotic growth of restricted polygon dissections and outerplanar graphs,
respectively.
4.2.2 Computations
We will use the notation from the proof of Theorem 3.4.
In the level of dissections, there is no computational difficulty, since in all cases the constants can be
computed either through the defining equation of D¯, or using the characteristic system. In all cases,
the main singularity can be found by solving directly the characteristic system, while α can be found by
substituting the D¯i variables in the system by their singular expansions and solve the system with respect
to the undetermined coefficients.
Moving to the connected and general level, some values are harder to compute. In particular, the
computation of B(τ) is not easily accessible through our implicit function setting, while also τ is hard to
compute when the value H∆ grows and the defining equation for d becomes either too big or too hard to
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compute. For instance, the defining polynomial for the 5-cycle case has degree 45 with respect to D and
54 with respect to z, while the polynomial for the 6-cycle case was not retrieved in a reasonable amount
of time, i.e. in half hour. For our purposes, we computed an approximation for both values τ,B(τ), using
the first 700 terms of the power series expansion of B. The expansion was extracted from the one of D¯,
which was found by iterating the defining system in Maple. The results are displayed in Table 3.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Counting series
Here are the first terms of the counting sequences of all the restricted dissection classes that appear in
Section 4.2. The count for triangle-free polygon dissections appears also in [23] and is the sequence A046736
in [22]. The counts for 3, 4, 5, 6-cycle free dissections appear also in the author’s master’s thesis [24], where
they are derived using ad hoc arguments.
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n 3-cycles 4-cycles 5-cycles 6-cycles pattern I pattern II patterns I & II
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 0 3 3 1 3 1
5 1 1 0 11 6 1 1
6 4 7 4 0 19 10 10
7 8 22 8 15 64 43 29
8 25 49 65 37 251 181 101
9 64 130 229 85 979 643 283
10 191 468 946 651 3888 2233 1023
11 540 1651 2850 2498 15896 8152 3576
12 1616 5240 9367 10556 65871 31523 13143
13 4785 16485 28068 46112 276225 125776 46502
14 14512 55184 97408 167100 1171838 502449 169221
15 44084 190724 339694 621677 5016697 2001773 618807
16 135545 652359 1276467 2215039 21644451 8002279 2301983
17 418609 2213044 4659990 7524303 94033342 32271594 8576756
18 1302340 7584939 17107629 26414280 410990601 131355333 32169753
19 4070124 26346522 61200635 92579458 1805881012 538125069 121134235
20 12785859 91951596 220323189 332018450 7972740040 2213876868 458881370
Table 4: The first terms of the restricted dissection classes of Section 4.
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